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Two IB M Registration System s
Tested For
"Effectiveness”
range attitudes towards the prob him about the fall registration

Students will be registered by
IBM machine again next semes
ter but they may not have the
choice of professor or time,
“ The odds are 9 to 10 that
students will be registered with
choice of section next semes
te r /’ Registrar Owen B. Durgin said!. “ Unless something
drastic comes up,” he added.
Durgin made the statement
yesterday after revealing that
student registration will be
handled in two ways next semes
ter--the coded registration cards
will be sent through an IBM
machine in Nashua once with
the choice of section and once
with only the courses desired.
This procedure, Durgin said, will
give a good indication of the
comparative “ effectiveness” of
both systems
“ It will determine our long

plans.
When asked why there hadn’t
been more cooperation with the
Student Senate Registration Com
mittee, Durgin said, “ Students
have no responsibility for the
budget. It isn’t a question of
attempting to work with them
or not work with them,” He
added that he was concerned
with the problems of classroom
space and faculty time and that
IBM registration without sec
tioning solved many of those
problems,
“ The students can share a
responsibility in the budget and
money costs—if they’re given
the chance,” Miss King said.
P re-registration will begin
Award recipients Sam Cady and Widge Franzeim.
this Monday and runs to May
Pljoto by Fuller
28, Durgin said. University time
and room schedules will be avail
able in T-Hall by Monday.
The instructions for register Seniors Cady And Franzeim
ing are the same as last sem
ester, All courses must be
listed on a preliminary schedule Given Achievement Aw ards
form by numerical designation,
choice of section should be list Widge Franzeim received the Hood Achievement Award at the
ed in the exam column. Courses University Women’s Achieve Student Senate Banquet at Lamfinite,” said Harold Leavitt, UNH should be blocked into three ment Award and Sam Cady the ie’s Tavern Monday evening.
By Peg Vreeland
The $25 University Women’s
groups; mandatory classes, first
The University and the town Superintendent of Property,
Achievement Award is given an
of Durham may have a full time Although plans are still vague choice electives and alternative Student Senate nually
by the Student Senate to
ambulance service by next fall, and indefinite, he indicated that electives.
the student recognized by other
“ We won’t go through another an a!mbulance will be available The cards will be processed
co-eds for her scholarship, lead
Debates Its ership,
year without something more de- to students, faculty, and towns in Nashua because the IBM ma
and loyalty. Dean El
people by the time school opens chine here is used for so many
izabeth
presented
in September.
projects, it would not be readily
U sefulness the awardA. toMcQuade
House Bill Tabled, The plans, which probably will available to run through two re
Miss Franzeim,
an O-T major and a student
By Larry Kealey
be used in the fall, provide for gistrations,
service department and sec Durgin admitted that he “ The Student Senate in its advisor at Jessie Doe Hall,
Death Penalty Held the
urity police to drive the ambu couldn’t yet tell what the exact present form serves no useful The Hood Achievement Award
lance on weekdays and men hir determining factors in the “ ef function,” —former Student Sen is provided from funds estab
By Marsha Feldman
lished by the late Charles H,
by the University to drive it fectiveness of the two systems ate President, Larry Golden.
Legislators in Concord Tues ed weekends
and nights.
would be,” He did say that “ An individual should have an Hood, class of 1880. The Aw
day voted to indefinitely post onChief
John F, Donovan, of the they would be taking careful note auspicious closing statement ra ard, first presented in 1921, is
pone the bill that would have University-Durham
Fire Depart of the number of students who ther than an excuse for his term given to the senior chosen by
abolished capital punishment in ment, said that the call-fire
three upper classes for his
in office,” —Senator Don Hackett, the
(Continued on Page .12)
the state of New Hampshire. at the fire department have men
scholarship, person
in
“ I know of no one who could alcharacter,
The measure. House Bill 317^ dicated they would take on the
and leadership.
have done a better job as Pres Deanpopularity,
was tabled by a vote of 247-79, job of driving the ambulance.
of Students Robert C. Keeident of the Senate this year than sey presented
A two-thirds vote is required The fire department is com
the award to Cady,
Larry,” —Senator Bobbie King, former co-director
to bring the bill back on the posed of three types of firemen.
“ The reputation of the Student •Camp, In additionoftoFreshman
floor. A similar bill was de Chief 'Donovan explained. The
re
Senate and its attempt to build ceiving a gold medal, his
feated in 1963,
Cady’s
force, consisting of five
that
reputation
was
severely
in
“ It took a worse beating than regular
will be engraved on the
men, are on call at all times.
jured by the article presented name
it did two years ago,” said Ray The
Hood
Award
silver cup.
callmen,
residents
of
Dur
in the New Hampshire last Former Student
mond McEachern, a Democrat
Senate presi
are paid a small salary
week,”
—Greg
Sanborn,
from Ward 1 in Portsmouth, and toham,
dent Larry Golden thanked the
on call at specific times.
It
was
in
this
climate
of
per
a senior at the University of Thebe volunteer
Senators for their interest and
firemen receive
sonal conflict and both defense work
New Hampshire, “ The measure no pay, but respond
during his term. Golden
when
they
and
repudiation
of
the
Senate
polled over 100 votes at that are available.
presented Executive Board mem
that
Larry
Golden
asked
the
ques
time.”
bers Barbara King, Ralph Leigh
In December, the ambulance
tion, “ What is the justification ton
The motion to indefinitely post service,
and Bill Ewert certificates
which was maintained
for
the
Senate?”
The
answers
pone the bill was made by Ar- by
for
their
outstanding work.
the
regular
fire
department,
ranged
from
constructive
criti
mand Capistran (D) from Man was discontinued because it kept
Golden suggested in a brief
cism
to
personal
slander.
chester, and an emotional two- the
that the elimination of
firemen too busy; running
In answer to Golden’s ques “speech
hour debate by eleven speakers the ambulance
petty political squabbles”
was jeopardizing
tion,
“
What
useful
role
do
you
followed.
result in a more effec
function of the fire depart
think the student government can would
The state of New Hampshire the
tive Student Senate body. He
ment with the size of its pre
play
at
the
University?”
the
views
has not hanged a man since 1939, sent
cited the Feldman Bill, The
staff.
were again widely diverse,
of American De
“ It serves as a representative Transformation
The death sentence that has Under the new plan, the callmocracy
symposium,
and the IBM
of
the
student
body,”
—Senator
been handed down to Martineau firemen would be hired; but their
registration controversy as three
Bill Shimer.
and Nelson for the slaying of jobs as ambulance drivers would
“ We can do as much as we areas in which the Student Senate
Rene Gagnon in Nashua, is in be in no way connected with
want to, for example, IBM re responded “ remarkably well,”
the U, S, Circuit Court of Ap their jobs as firemen. The fire
peals in Boston, If Governor men were asked to drive the Judy “Squeak” Curtis and gistration,” — Senator Richard
King is forced to act on the ambulance, Donovan said, be Jerry Antonelli ride tandem on Galoway.
conviction, it is the opinion of cause they have had a certain a skateboard down the Randall “ We must recognize that it is EXAM SCHEDULE
many that he would commute amount of first aid training that Hall driveway. College Brook good in some areas, such as
most citizens do not have.
their sentence,
awaits those who get “wiped library hours, but useless in
“ With the size of support The new ambulance plan would out” ( fall off the board) on the others.” —former Senator Jeff
PAGES 6 - 7
Stamps,
against capital punishment, it probably mean service for the Randall>East-West run.
(Continued
on
Page
2)
Photo
by
Puller
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 12)
lem of mass registration,” Dur
gin said, “ but there will pro
bably be no change next sem
ester,”
Durgin said that the idea of
attempting registration both ways
to provide comparative statis
tical study had been discussed
by the Schedule Committee since
the beginning of the semester.
The Schedule Committee, com
posed of the associate deans of
the colleges and Durgin, re
vealed its decision to a Student
Senate Registration Committee
last Thursday. Barbara King,
chairman of the committee which
was created during the regis
tration controversy last semes
ter said that although she had
attempted to contact Durgin many
times during the semester, she
had been unable to talk with

Full-time Ambulance
Autumn Possibility
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Senate C o n tro ve rsy . . .

Am bulance . . .

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1) of those people in the Senate
aren’t
interested
in
dealing
with
town,
also. The men who will
“ Right now it serves not a those problems which are really be hired
residents of Dur
Efficiency-At What Cost? useful
purpose,’’—Larry Golden. important to the students, such ham and are
most
would not
Two major opposing views have as improving the quality of the agree to drive likely
it unless the
out of a two week debate education and curriculum,”
The administration is again considering registra ofcome
was included, he said.
Senate’s present position “ The cultural atmosphere of town
tion without allowing student choice of time and andthefuture
The
services of the drivers
potentials. One fac the University is not as good would be
paid for from fees
professors. Students have already protested once tion, composed
Senators Bill as it should be and although it collected when
ambulance
this year that to them the choice of professor is the Ewert, RichardofGaloway,
Bill is improving, it isn’t due to any is called out. theAccording
to
most important factor in registration.
Shimer, and Donald Hackett, have efforts by tiie Senate,” Miss Donovan, under this plan, each
Registrar Owen B. Durgin is attempting to make expressed the idea that the Sen Burns said. “ The people in the time it is called out the user
ate is basically effective, and Senate who are capable and in will be charged $20, $10 for
the registration system as efficient as possible, and with
modifications could terested seem to be more in maintenance of the vehicle and
this, he says, can be best achieved by having an IBM becomecertain
more
so. In opposition terested in making a name for $5 per man going out on the
machine pick which sections and which professors a to this are Larry
Golden, and themselves by expressing radi call. The user will be billed
student should take. However, if a system is mechan former Senators Chuck
and
views.” “I believe that the by the University and the Uni
ically perfect and efficient and yet deprives a stud Jeff Stamps, who feel Dodd
that the cal
impression
created by these versity will pay the ambulance
Senate
would
need
radical
reform
ent of learning from a particular professor, what or a completely new organiza people combined
with the rigid drivers.
exactly does all the efficiency achieve?
formality,
for
example
Roberts’ This fee is considerably less
to become effective.
Rules ofprocedure, frighten away than what one would have to
The administration may realize there are both tionPerhaps
the
strongest
state
many talented individuals who pay for an ambulance from out
good and poor professors at any university, but^it ment opposing Golden’s views would
make the Senate a more of town, he said.
allows no provision for that fact in a no-choice regis was
made by Bill Ewert at the active organization,”
Students who have taken the
tration system. It appears to feel that if you meet Senate meeting two weeks ago. “ I will not back down from University
plans are
He
voiced
his
opposition
to
the
all your course requirements and get the necessary objections put forth in the April my stand,” said Larry Golden, covered forinsurance
the ambulance fee
credits prescribed to graduate it has done its duty 29 NEW HAMPSHIRE by Larry “ The Senate in its present form by the insurance, according to
no useful function. If the Ray F, MacDonald Insurance
in ‘'educating” you.
Ewert stated, “ I do serves
it changes it could be better, Agency.
Students know there is a definite distinction be Golden,
not feel that the duties of the but
the Senate should take stock Mr. Leavitt is going to visit
tween professors and that that distinction can make Senate should be given to other of what
it is, what it should be the Hampton Volunteer Ambu
the difference between an educational experience and organizations, or that we should doing, and
why it is going to lance Corp which he said may
be cut down in size, I am do these things.
a mere grade marked on a record.
they are provide a model for the one to
even
doubtful
that
the
Senate
Registrar Durgin has not said that the registra needs a reorganization—perhaps honest, I believe itIf will
mean be used here.
from scratch and build The ambulance, under the tem
tion this fall will be without sections, but he has just a better organization of what starting
an entirely new type of or porary operation system, in use
admitted the possibility. That the possibility exists
have would suffice,” ing
ganization,” “Golden said that, since December, is available for
should be enough to make the students concerned. we already
To Act”
“ Student governments across the use by UNH students only, not
Because if statistics prove the new no-choice system -‘The“NotbasicQuick
problem is that country are based upon an idea faculty and staff, as reported in
more efficient, its use probably will be instituted in we are not often quick enough similar to a sophisticated high last week’s NEW HAMPSHIRE,
the near future, if not next fall.
to act. Because of this, other school student council.”
From 2 a.m, until 7 a.m,
of necessity per “ What should be done is to on weekdays and from Saturday
Students are expressing a growing concern in organizations
Senate functions,” Ewert find those people who are truly noon until 7:30 p. m, Mon
the quality of the education they came here to get. form
“ This can only interested in the student welfare day mornings, the University am
They want to be consulted and have a voice in import becommented,
rectified
if
have a pre a whole and form these people bulance is not available for any
ant policy changes such as registration. Students sident who is we
willing to use as
a worthwhile organization,” one, including students, because
know that statistical data and efficiency reports don’t both the power of his Execu into
“
My
main objection is that the there is no one on duty at the
necessarily indicate a better educational system.
tive Council to act for the Sen few things
which this organiza security office. In cases of
and his power to call spec tion accomplishes
The administration learned this fact last semes ate
does not justi emergency, an ambulance from
fy
its
magnitude.
is not another town is called. The
ter when Durgin announced that the IBM machine ial“ meetings,”
area in which we effective, and because Itpeople
are procedure for calling an ambu
“couldn’t program sections.” Because students pro haveAnother
fallen
down
is
that
we
aren’t
is the same, however; call
aware
of
this,
qualified
indivi
tested and kept protesting, the system was changed. always aware of the student’s duals are not interested in join lance
Hood
House,
Ext, 281.
Now, again, Durgin has announced the possibil problems. This can be cured ing it.”
The University bought the am
more rapport between stu
ity of the same type of registration. Although a Stud by
bulance, a 1948 Cadillac, in 1961,
Transitional Period
and senators.”
to comply with a Yankee Confer
“
We
must
recognize
that
the
ent Senate committee was established during the con dents
“ Many of our lengthy discus college student and the Univer ence rule that required an am
flict last semester, the committee was not consulted sions
from the ineffec
is in a period of transition,” bulance at football games. The
on the new possibilities until last Thursday. tive useresulted
of the chair,” Ewert sity
said
MUSO Presi cost of new ambulances runs
It was not asked for suggestions or advice at all. And said. “ It is the duty of the dent,”Jeff “Stamps,
$12,000 to $15,000; the UNH
The
real
fac from
again it is late to begin student-administration dis presiding officer to guide the ing the student are issues
ambulance was purchased from
the
quality
of business in a posi of his education and curriculum. the armed services department
cussions of the issue. These discussions should have coursedirection.
The presiding The college student has always for $50.
taken place while the policies were being made—not tive
officer
should
be
careful, how
the first to voice an ex The fire department agreed
after they had been announced.
not to draw the rath of been
pression
discontent in social to operate the ambulance. As
A mechanically efficient registration system ever,
his members by misusing the problems ofsuch
civil rights, the town and college grew, the
may be desirable, but efficiency should mot and must powers of the chair or by ed and governmentalasissues,
for in ambulance was called upon more
not take priority over the quality of a student’s edu itorializing from it. Many of stance, Viet Nam.”
and more. Townspeople, other
our problems will be cured by “ Not all students are in tran towns which have reciprocal
cation at the University.
the effective running of our meet sition,” Stamps added, “ and most agreements with the Universityings,”
are not really interested Durham fire department, and
Ewert added, “ The Senate has instudents
the
quality
their education State Police at the scene of
done good work in the past and or curriculum.of Many
accidents, all began to call on
Published each week in the school year by the students of the it can do good work in the future such as these cannot bequestions
the University ambulance. This
handled
University of New Hampshire
if the members are willing to by the Student Senate because growing dependence on the am
seek out problems, discuss those those people in the Senate are bulance became a burden for
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor problems,
prepare legislation,
competent to deal with them. the fire department and in Dec
Judith A. Newton
Jane O’Connor and put it into effect. This will not
These
problems should be dealt ember, 1964, the service was
News Editor
Bruce Fuller only be accomplished by intel with by those students who are discontinued for all but UNH
Features Editor .............................................................. P®g Vreeland ligent leadership and effective interested and capable, and the students.
Sports Editor ....................................................................... Don Beattie organization.
administration knows who they
Associate Editor....................................................................Linda Clarke Chuck Dodd voiced a stronger are, or may find out through
position on the issue of Senate interested faculty,”
Copy Editor
RogerDonle
Ten Pre-M eds
Business Manager .......................................................... Wayne Bowlen effectiveness, “ The chain of “ Recognize what the Senate
Advertising Manager ........................................................ • John Zerba command is such that the Sen is—it is good in some areas
Circulation Manager
ToniYoung
ate has no real power to be such as changing library hours,
Initiated
Photographers ................................................................ Tony Gilmore really effective in its present but
in others,” he said, Ten new
Chuck Dodd form. Only the Faculty Senate “ Theuseless
members were re
of improvement from cently inducted
Secretary ........................................................................... Sandra Ahem has the power to make actual within idea
into Alpha Ep
is
ridiculous,
and
the
ad
changes. The Student Senate ministration’s position of wanting silon Delta, the international preStaff Reporters
is only an advisory board. If to follow a democratic procedure med society on campus. To be
Richard Tansey, Susan Colby, Susan Beckler, Barbara Montelin, the
administration would give in selecting people on a repres qualified for membership into
Carol Chipman, Gladys Pearce, Carol Quimby, Martha Emer the Senate
the society, a student must be
some power to act, entative basis is crazy,”
son, Marcia Reed. Jeffrey Hatch, Jeffrey Karelis. Rex Sherman, it could become
engaged in courses leading to
an
effective
or
“
We
are
not
getting
a
true
Ken Clark, Mary-Eileen Besarkirskis, Barbara Young, Lois ganization,”
study of medicine and pos
representation of the students.” the
Daigle, IreneLinscott, Steve Emery, Marsha Feldman, Jan
a Dean’s List average.
Not a Cross Section
“ We should, therefore, let the sess
Morris, Larry Kealey, Bob Russell, Rupe Stebbines.
new members are: Mar
Senate handle those matters leneThe Acker,
Senior
Donna
Burns
stated
that
Martin B. Fried,
Faculty Advisor
which
it
is
capable
of
handling
the reason the Senate is so in
Thomas P. Giuliano, Pamela
Donald M. Murray
effective is the type of people and allow those students an4 Hunter,
Elaine Hyde, James Mor
faculty who are interested in row, Sally
who are in it.
Entered as second-class matter at the Post Offices of Durham and Somersworth,
Nystedt, Carolyn F,
education
to
handle
the
impor
“
I
don’t
believe
that
the
Sen
New Hampshire, under the Act of March 8, 1879. Accepted for mailing at
Rapp,
Carol
Shepard and Robert
tant
matters
by
advisory
com
special rate o f postage provided for in section 1103, Act of October 8, 1917. ate reflects a cross section of
Sunenblick,
Authorized September 1, 1918. Total number of copies printed 6.000. F^id the student body. The majority mittee,”
circuiation o f 4,900, and a free distribution of 1,100.
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University Colendor

semble and The New HampFRIDAY, MAY 14
shiremen.
“Glass Menagerie” —
Varsity La Crosse vs Tufts
University Theater
2 p.m.
Johnson Theater PCAO 8 p.m. Cowell Stadimn
Admission: Season Ticket or Varsity Baseball vs
$1. Tickets at Box Office — Massachusetts
2 p.m.
Mon. - Fri. 1 - 4:30 p.m. Brackett Field
3 p.m.
The story of the attempt to Open Houses
try and find a “gentleman call Residence Halls, Fraternities
er” for a crippled girl Was Ten and Sororities.
nessee Williams’ first great “Glass Menagerie” —
success and is still popular.
University Theater
Johnson Theater PCAC 8 p.m.
Freshman Class Dance
Strafford Rm., MUB 8 p.m. Admission: Season Ticket
or $ 1 .
SATURDAY. MAY 15
SUNDAY, MAY 16
PARENTS WEEKEND
Honors Convocation
ROTC Awards Ceremony
2 p.m.
Memorial Field 11:15 a.m. Snively Arena
Recognition of students for
Presentation of Awards by
President John W. McConnell academic achievement. Recep
N.H. Outing Club Chicken tion follows in Memorial Un
ion.
Barbecue
Memorial Field
12 noon
Tickets $1.75 On sale at MONDAY, MAY 17
Reception Desk, MUB
Liberal Arts Lecture —
Address by President McCon SLS 135
7 p.m.
nell
Roland Kimball, professor
Snively Arena
2 p.m. and chairman of education,
Selections by the Wind En speaks on; “The Strategy of
'n ie c re C H 'S T A T f

15 HeRBLY

A Rei7 H5PPIUG

oesi6f05(? ro
w
ReAt OOOFLlcr
IM OUR
r w SVST^M.
rr IS NJoT eerom^

(w e m

Educational Innovation.”
Frankfurt. No admission charge
Meeting of Varsity Cross
WENH-TV Highlight 9 p.m.
Country
The Julliard String Quartet
Student Senate Room, MUB
6:30 p.m. Their first major TV recital.
First meet scheduled for S'at- International Student Assoc
urday after first classes next iation Meeting
fall; necessary to learn of plans Community Church, Paine
now.
Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
WENH-TV Highlight 9 p.m. Film on a United Nations
‘“America’s Crises: Semester theme will be shown.
of Discontent.”
A study of the causes of un WEDNESDAY, MAY 19
rest in the universities today
Lacrosse vs
which have precipitated stud Varsity
Dartmouth
ent demonstrations.
Cowell Stadium
3 p.m.
TUESDAY, MAY 18
Asher Moore — Interdisci
plinary Symposium
Varsity Tennis vs Babson
Tennis Courts
1:30 p.m. This UNH plrofessor of phil
osophy and author who special
Varsity Baseball vs Maine izes
in existentialism speaks on
Brackett Field
3 p.m. “Philosophy
of History.”
Tudor Singers Concert
SLS 135
4:15 p.m.
Strafford Rm., MUB 8 p.m.
Soccer Film
THURSDAY, MAY 20
Room 114 Ham. Smith
Highlight 10 p.m.
7:30 p.m. WENH-TV
“The
Open
Mind”
The full game film of the 1960
European Cup Finals between A profile of Samuel Elliot
Real Madrid and Eintracht — Morrison
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PARENTS DAY EXHIBITS
Student Art Exhibits
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
The work done by students
throughout the 3rear will be on
display in the art galleries of
Paul Arts Center.
Student Activity Exhibits
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Displays of campus organiza
tions will appear on the balcony
of the Memorial Union Build
ing.
ART EXHIBITS
May 6-27
Photographic Exhibit —
Hewitt Hall Exhibition
Corridor
Photographs by Nicholas Dean
May 7-30
Annual Student Exhibits
Paul Arts Center Galleries
Photography Ebchibit —
Movies and Movie-Making in
France 1874-1962
This exhibit, presented under
the auspices of the French De
partment, features the various
steps in the development of the
French cinema, as well as out
standing technicians, directors
and screen personalities. It will
be on display at the University
Library from May 8-21.
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**Lct M e T ell You A bout The
AdwEuatagea o f Buying Life
Insurance Now**

SPORTSWEAR FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

SWSATERVIU.E, USA

Paul B. A llen ’SB

THE MOST UNUSUAL STORE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

Sweaters^ Sportswear
Fine Quality at Factory Low Prices
Portsmouth Mills Factory Store
Maplewood Avenue, Portsmouth. N.H.

DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
48 Bellamy Road
Telephone 742-1642

M U TU A L T R U S T
life

insurance

company

Nothing finer in LIFE INSURANCE

TONY’S
BICYCLE SHOP
Schwinn
Sales & Service

—Parts & Accessories
—Service on all makes
—English Bikes Used &
Reemditioned fm* Sale
—Carriage Wheels Re
paired and Retired
—Exercise - A - Bike For
Rent
—Bicycles Built for Two
for Hire
—Skates Sharpened
—Keys Made
517 */2 Central Ave., Dover
Call Dover 742-9831
Residence:
Anthony Ferriano
Durham 868-2IS6
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JFK - The Politician and Man

By Larry Kealey

“ If there is a greater tragedy
than John Kennedy's death," said
Richard Donahue, former White
House Aide to President Kenne
dy, “ it is the fact that he is
now being deified by so many,"
“ It is true that he was a
great man in many ways, but
he was still a man," Donahue
spoke Monday night to the Young
Democrats in the Union, Massa
chusetts Attorney Donahue then
proceeded to mention both those
qualities which gave the former
President his reputation of great
ness and those lesser known
qualities which rendered him
“ ineligible for deification,"
“ Certainly, excellence was a
standard, but he had little pat
ience with less," he said, “ He
was not insensitive to crit
icism, though he hid his true
feelings quite well. He could
tolerate criticism of his ideas,
his religion, and of every mem
ber of his family, except his
wife," said Donahue, “ Criti
cism of his wife, even in the
smallest things, would not be
tolerated at all."
In rebuttal to the prevalent
image of Kennedy, he stated that
“ So much is being said about
his (Kennedy's) being an intelle
ctual, but he was first of all a
politician," He added that Ken
nedy “ had his greatest talents
as a politician. It was in the
haggling and shenanigans of pol
itics which he reveled."
The former aide also explained
some of the policies employed
by Kennedy which he had the
opportunity to observe. He stat
ed that the President had three
ideals in choosing men who were
to serve with him.
First of all “ academic
achievement was not something
to be ashamed of," Secondly,

“ He would take people upon their
selective training." Donahue
said that the third ideal was that
the President “ felt that ability
was not determined by chronolo
gical age,"
Kennedy had a “ Two-fold pol
icy on political issues; to get
action on that which was pract
ical, and to let mellow in Con
gress those issues on which no
action could be gotten," Dona
hue said.
When asked his impression
of Johnson during the Kennedy
administration, he answered,
“ For a man who for 8 years,
during the Eisenhower adminis
tration, had everything revolv
ing around him, to accept the
Vice P^reiSidency was very hard.'^

Donahue stated that Johnson had,
however, expressed resentment
or conflict with the President.
Donahue said the greatest con
tribution made by Kennedy was
bringing truly talented people
into influential positions and al
lowing them to express chal
lenging opinions. . ____ _
He stated that during the Mc
Carthy period, “ talented people
were scorned out of office and
were afraid to express an op
inion, The Eisenhower period
was inactive because Eisenhow
er was inactive," Also, “ the
most exciting thing about the
Kennedy staff was that so many,
truly brilliant people were work
ing on those problems which
face America."

Cathy Taylor, Nancy Jean Bock, and Joanne Taylor, mem
bers of the construction crew for “The Glass Menagerie,”
hammer away at the scenery.
Photo by Dodd

A MESSAGE TO ROTC COLLEGE MEN

IF YOU’VE GOT
WHAT IT TAKES
TO BE AN
ARM Y OFFICER,

M eet Your Friends
at

La Caatiio

STAY IN
Paras Pizza House
513 C«Btrsl Atc.
Dover, N. H.
Open —
Mon.-Thura. 11 a.m.- 12 p.m.
Fri. A Sat. 11 a.m.- 1 a.m.
Sun.
12 Noon-11 p.m.
Phone 742-t829

STAN’S
CAFE
get your

FROSTY
at

ST A N ’S
CAFE

395 CENTRAL AVE.
DOVER, N.H.

THE ROTC
Being an Army officer is a challenge. Officers must be
leaders . . . able to take responsibility . . . get impor
tant jobs done.
It isn't easy to win a commission as an Army
officer. But if you are taking the Basic Course in
ROTC you're well on your way—provided you can
measure up to the high standards required for admis
sion to the Advanced Course.
As a student in one of the 247 colleges and univer
sities offering senior ROTC training, you are in a
privileged group. There's no better way for any
college man to get the training and skills needed to
be an Army offiper than through the on-campus pro
gram created specifically for that purpose—ROTC.
Here you learn to be a leader. . . to develop the

qualities that add a vital plus to your academic
training . . . qualities that will pay off for the rest of
your life in whatever career you choose to follow.
There are other advantages too. Pay, at the rate
of $40 per month during the Advanced Course plus
allowances for summer training and travel. Fellow
ship and social activity. The chance to work with
modern Army equipment, and perhaps to qualify for
Army flight training if it is offered at your school. And
then gold bars and a commission as an Army officer.
Why not talk to your Professor of Military Science
now. Let him know you're interested in signing up
for the Advanced Course. Then if you are offered an
opportunity to join, don't pass it up. It's the program
that's best for you . .. and best for your country.

If you’re good enough to be an Arm y officer, don’t settle for less.

Y ROTC
C . 465
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Genetic Experiments

Purple Pod Pea Pigments M ake Easy Picking Possible

fey Peg Vreeland
Have you ever crossed a Chin
ese cabbage and rutabaga and
come out with "Colebaga,” or
grown purple pod peas so that
they stand out against the green
leaves and make picking easier?
These are just some of the
many vegetables developed in
research experiments carried on
by the N. H, Agricultural Ex
periment Station in the Univer
sity Horticulture Department,
One of the men responsible
for many of these new vege
tables, Elwyn M, Meader, as
sociate professor of horticul
ture, said at least 30 new plant
varities grown at the UNH green
houses have been released to
the seed market. They include
eight varities of tomatoes, two
of watermelon and six of squash.

The research on new varities
is carried on in a cold storage
plant, greenhouses and a 65acre horticulture farm on cam
pus, Particular emphasis has
been placed on breeding plants
adapted to the short, short New
Hampshire summer.
Many of the recent projects
deal with colors in fruits and
vegetables, “ Golden Midget”
is one such development.
This unique variety of water
melon, which has been on the
market since 1960, has a con
venient ripeness indicator; the
immature melon is green and
the ripe melon is yellow,
“ There are several ways of
testing melons to determine if
they are ripe,” said Mr. Mead
er. “ But they are indefinite
and lack convenience,”

exclusively
FOR COLLEGE MEN

CoUeocflcwW
D ouglas M. O’L eary

He said the rind of an im sweet wlien ripe,” said Mr. Mea
mature melon is rubbery to the der, “ and so it was named‘Sweet
touch; a mature melon gives a Chocolate.’ ”
cracking sound when the firm, When asked who named the
crisp rind is pressed. Other new plants, he grinned and said,
ways of testing for ripeness are “ Well, I stay awake some nights
to listen for the dull sound given thinking about it.”
off when a ripe melon is tapped, The purple pod bean, “ Roy
and to cut out a plug of the rind alty” has a purple anthocyanin
to see if the inside is ripe. pigment bred into its genetic
With “ Golden Midget,” all one character which turns green when
has to do is look at the color the beans are boiled. This is
to see if it is ripe. The yellow especially useful in preparing
indicator is bred into the gene them for freezing; when they turn
tic character of the melon and green, it is an indication that
is a sure method, “ I guess if the enzymes have been killed,
you’re in a field at night steal a necessary step in freezing
ing watermelons, it wouldn’t be vegetables.
much of a help,” Mr, Meader “ Americans are notably lazy,”
added.
said Mr. Meader and for these
An entirely new pepper on the lazy Americans, several other
market this year is “ Sweet Cho plants were developed. The
colate,” a vegetable that looks “ Eat-All” squash, on the mar
rotten when it is really ripe. ket for four or five years, con
The experiment station re tains seeds which have no hard
ceived a brown-skinned pepper coat, and can be eaten, really!!!
from Mexico, but it was poorly In cooking the squash, it needs
shaped. Through genetic breed only to be cut in half and placed
ing, the brown quality was trans in the oven. The seeds, because
ferred to a more conveniently they contain more vegatable oil
shaped pepper. “ It is the color than hard coated seeds, do not
of bonbon confection and very require the addition of butter in

Europe This Summer?
Call or Visit us For Prompt Service

C O L L E G E M A S T E R R E P R E S E N T A T IV E

R oy E. W halen
C O L L E G E M A S T E R R E P R E S E N T A T IV E

E D G E W O O D RD

EXT.

D U R H A M . N E W H AM P SH IR E

ROME, PARIS, LONDON, BRUSSELS
Are Yours For The Asking
AT

TELEPHONE 8 6 8 -2 5 3 0

FIDELITY UNION LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

if she doesn't give it to you...
— get it yourself!

JADE EASE

LAKES TRAVEL AGENCY
Laconia, N. H.

55 Canal St.

July 5 - August 21

- s o l e d is t r ib u t o r

DOING LANDSCAPE
WORK FOR MARRIED
STUDENTS UVING AT
SEACREST VILLAGE.
Tel. 436 - 5713
S TU D Y
TH IS SUM M ER

. .

in the Nation’s Capital!

On a 70-acre summer campus near Sebago Lake,
the Emerson College Center for the Performing
Arts offers students in theatre the opportunity to
pursue academic studies in their field. Students
at the Center will form a resident company
which will present a summer series of plays at
Deertrees Theatre in Harrison, Maine.
Introduction to Acting
Advanced Acting
Principles of Play Directing
Introduction to Stage Lighting
Introduction to Theatrical Design
Technical Theatre Workshop

These courses offer three credits each; the stud
ent is limited to a maximum of six credits for the
term. Courses meet six hours per week for seven
weeksFor complete information, please address:

new york

SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITY

524-2500

A SUMMER CURRICULUM IN THEATRE

•
•
•
•
•
•

C<dogtie, 6 oz., $4-50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Buddha Cologne G ift Package, 12 oz., $8.50^
SjMfay Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
__
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00
After Shave, 4 oz., $2.50
sw an k,

cooking.
One project which has been
discontinued was the purple pod
peas, another lazy-man develop
ment. The purple pods made
them stand out against the green
leaves and picking them was
easier. However, the purple
pigment also produced an un
desirable bitter taste.
“ An experimental horticul
turist must use his imagination,”
Mr, Meader said. “ It takes
about ten years from the time
someone has an idea until it
is finally put on the market.
We have to think far enough
ahead to try to outguess what
the public will want ten years
from now and try to produce
it.”
One unfinished project Mr.
Meader is working on is “ Tiny
Dill” a cucumber which grows
on a bush, not a vine, which will
be used in making pickles.
Another entirely new vege
table now being grown in the
greenhouse is-the “ Colebaga,”
a cross breed of Chinese cab
bage and rutabaga, a winter tur
nip, “ Colebaga will be used
like a cabbage, in making cole
slaw, among other things.”
“ Cole is the name for cabbage,”
Mr. Meader said, “ and we bor
rowed the last half of rutabaga
to get this particular name.”
The processes which make
possible the genetic changes, take
{Continued on Page 12)

MR. HARRY W. MORGAN, Managing Director
Emerson College Center for the Performing Arts
130 Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

UNDERGRADUATE AND
GRADUATE PRO G RAM S
F U L L Y A C C R E D IT E D
Special courses in Government, Politics,
International Relations, Business and
other Social Sciences.
T W O 5 -W E E K D A Y S E S S IO N S

Mon. Jupe 21st— Wed. July 28th
Thurs. July 29th— Wed. Sept. 1st
ONE

8 -W E E K E V E N IN G

S E S S IO N

Mon. June 21st— Wed. Aug. 18th
A L L A IR - C O N D IT IO N E O
C L A S S R O O M S & D O R M IT O R IE S
For additional information and Bulletin,
write:

Director, Summer Sessions
The American University
Mass, and Nebr. Aves., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20015

TH E
A .lv 4 [E R .IO A .3 S r

X J 2 S T I V E R .S I T Y
Where World Events &
Students Meet
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FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
Monday, M ay 31 Wednesday, June 2
12-2 p.m.

Biochem
BA
Chem E
Chem
CE
Engl
Hist
Math
Math
ME
ME
ME
ME
Soc
Soc
Zool

504
774
662
684
620
756
740
405
604
405
510
534
658
400
540
712

4 - 6 p.m.

EE
Engl
Engl
Hist
Hot Ad
Math
0 T

522
402
514
720
556
788
702

uesday, June
8 -10 a.m.

AG&EX Ed
Biol
Bot
BA
Chem E
Chem E
Chem
CE
CB
EE
For
For
H Ec
HEc
Hot Ad
Math
ME
ME
Mus
PI Sci
Sci St
Sci St
Soc
Zool

650
402
742
627
512
696
756
642
790
502
734
756
560
654
666
425
536
663
705
705
504
524
641
610

12-2 p.m.

Biol
Bot
Engl
Hist
Math
Math
Soc

401
754
774
781
408
542
500

4 - 6 p.m.
622
BA
£ E
524

Engl
Gov
Psych
Zool

758
561
654
412

8 -10 a.m.

762
813
776
806
754
858
759
815
760
764
882
632
896
402
708
782
840
861
644
727
802
726
524
701
520
554
606
836
850
864
706
520
703
704

Biochem
Chem E
Chem
Chem
Econ
Econ
Educ
EE
Fr
Fr
Fr
Geol
Ger
Hist
Hist
Math
Math
Math
ME
ME
Micro
Mus
OT
Phil
PE W
PE W
Phys
Phys
Phys
Psych
Res Ec
Soc
Soc
Zool

12 - 2 p.m.

Chem
Gov
Gov
Phil
Phil
S& D

517
514
516
410
501
436

4 - 6 p.m.

Econ
EE
Hist
HEc
Mus
Span
S&D

432
646
756
573
403
402
508

Thursday, June 3
8- 10 a.m.

An Sci
An Sci
Chem
CE
CE
EE
EE
EE
Engl
Engl
Engl
Fr
Ger
Hist
Math
ME

502
608
808
501
742
640
652
782
401
516
766
514
796
710
762
527

ME
0T
PE M
PEW
PE W
PI Sci
Psych
S&W Sci
Span
Zool

533
682
520
582
790
406
778
702
796
730

12 - 2 p.m.»

BA
Chem E
Chem
CE
Engl
Ent
Geog
Hist
HEc
Math
Math
Psych
Zool

658
622
662
714
784
506
402
406
521
528
755
544
706

4 - 6 p.m•

BA
Hist
Hum
Math
Mus

525
532
502
422
404

Friday, June 4
8 - 1 0 a.m.

Arts
Arts
B A
CE
CE
EE
Gov
Ger
HEc
Math
Res Ec
Russ
Sci St
Span

419
582
668
506
644
510
742
402
425
407
402
402
510
506

12 -2 p.m.

Biochem
BA
Chem
Ger
Hist
OT
Soc

756
672
404
504
504
412
622

4 - 6 p.m.

Bot
BA
Engl
Hist
Psych
S&D

506
402
776
536
758
401

Saturday, June 5
8 -10 a.m.

An Sci
Arts
Biochem

504
476
832

Bot
BA
Chem E
Chem E
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
CE
Econ
EE
EE
For
Fr
Fr
Gen
Geog
Geol
Ger
Ger
Ger
Hist
Hist
Math
Math
Math
ME
ME
ME
Micro
Mus
Mus-Ed
PE W
Phys
Phys
Phys
PI Sci
PI Sci
Psych
Res Ec
Soc
S&W Sci
S&D
S&D
Zool

762
405
614
871
548
652
804
812
828
830
692
704
706
802
544
504
864
812
472
552
401
782
860
560
764
302
630
834
522
696
896
706
424
552
454
702
832
842
667
764
835
604
898
502
611
652
606

12 - 2 p.m.

Bot
BA
BA
BA
Chem
EE
EE
EE
Geol
Math
Math
ME
Soc
Span
4 - 6 p.m.

Gov
HEc
Phil
Phys

756
504
750
756
545
504
514
526
402
426
768
538
530
766
408
405
530
406

Monday, June 7
8 - 1 0 a.m.

Arts
CE
Econ
Educ
Ent
For

425
722
672
481
402
650

Geog
Geol
Gov
Hist
HEc
Math
Micro
Phys
PEW
Res Ec
Sci St
Soc
S&D
Zool

473
772
726
580
771
303
702
502
768
708
402
560
504
826

12-2 p.m.

BA
Chem
Gov
Hist
Phys Sci
Phys
Phys

508
402
764
712
402
402
404

Tuesday, June (

- 10 a.m.
An Sci
402
An Sci
508
An Sci
708
Arts
426
BA
675
BA
760
Chem E
831
Chem
406
Chem
826
CE
864
Econ
401
Econ
402
Econ
778
EE
641
EE
812
Engl
754
Engl
886
Ror
528
Fr
402
Fr
782
Fr
860
Geol
512
Geol
622
Ger
762
Ger
862
Gov
864
H Ec
426
HEc
769
Math
654
Math
802
Math
808
Math
838
Math
856
Micro
804
Mus
462
Mus
708
Mus-Ed
792
0T
522
Phil
700
PE M
582
PE W
574
Phys
602
Phys
840
Psych
757
Psych
831
Rus
506
Soc
512
Soc
701
Soc
712
S&W Sci
802
Span
504
Span
632
Span
896
8
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S&D
S&D
S&D
Zoool

459
622
632
824

12 - 2 p.m.

For
ME
Mus
Phys
Psych
Psych
Zool

426
526
526
608
401
402
701

4 • 6 p. m.

Engl
Gov
Math

772
405
602

Wednesday,June
8 - 1 0 a.m.

Arts
Chem
CE
Econ
Ent
Geog
Geol
Ger
Ger
Gov
HEc
Math
ME
ME
ME
Micro
Mus
Phil
PE M
Phys
PI Sci
Russ

451
802
882
758
704
511
662
506
882
406
757
527
729
756
826
600
524
600
768
704
794
504
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'Student Survival Committee” TSA Students Given Degrees
Forty - six Thompson School dom,”
Agriculture studejits were Several graduates received re
Distributes Rations for Finals ofawarded
degrees of Associate cognition during the ceremonies,
in Applied Science during gradu

By Carol Quimby
John d ; Stoddard received the
ation exercises here last Friday Alumni Association award for
Parents of UNH students re Rescue Committee” last week, afternoon,
student showing the greatest
ceived letters from a “ Student asking them to purchase “ sur “ The most pressing problem the
improvement;
James A. Galla
vival kits” for their children. in the world today is the fright gher was awarded
the Thomp
ening increase in population and son School award for outstand
“ Final examinations begin the the
slowness of the increase ing achievement; Woodbury C.
31st day of May, and your son agricultural
production in the Argereow, Jr. and Charles R,
or daughter will be studying in
nations,” UNH Downes tied for the highest scho
many, many e)d:ra hours to fin underdeveloped
President John W. McConnell lastic average award and Wayne
ish the semester with flying col told
the graduating class of the Burton Grimes, Steve Peters and
ors . , . you can be a “ life- two-year
technical school,
Howard Hatch, Jr, received dairy
saver,” stated the letter, sent McConnell
termed the prob cattle judging awards.
by the one man committee, Rich lem “ more serious
even than
ard Polonsky, a sophomore. He Santo Domingo and Viet
Nam,”
sent the letters to parents of He
Economics Society
them that a na
students listed in the student tion reminded
needs a strong and pro
directory.
Initiates Members
ductive agricultural program be
The survival kits, selling for fore industrialization is possible. Psi Epsilon, economics and
$3,98, include: brownies, three “ Only through scientific agri business administration honor
different kinds of cookies, crack culture and research on plants, society, recently initiated six
ers, cheese, salamis, fresh fruit animals, and soils can man im new members and held election
and other foodstuffs, delivered to prove the productivity of his of new officers.
the dormitories the Saturday be farms at a faster rate than the Students must have completed
Chairman Richard Polonsky fore finals. For an additional increase in population,” he con 12 semester hours in economics
fee, Polonsky wrote, you can tinued.
and business courses while main
send your student “ a knowledge “ In the world’s race with its taining a 2,8 accumulative aver
Scl St
408 hammer,”
to use when cram growing population, our approach age to be eligible for member
Soc
640 ming for exams.
knowledge to agriculture must be developed ship.
S&W Sci
506 hammer, he said, The
is
a
toy which and refined here at home and New members of the society
Zool
530 makes a clicking sound
when transported to the underdevelop are: Elizabeth O’Neil, Alan RudZool
715 pressed.
ed nations of the world if we; nic, Eugene Scesnial, Creed R,
Terry, Stephen Boyd and.ThomPolonsky would not estimate are to achieve peace and free as
Wriggins in.
the profit the venture might bring, He said he e:q)ected a seven Psi
12 - 2 p.m.
new president
but said that it would cost a to nine per cent turnout. To is PeterEpsilon’s
A,
Cranshaw,
Beck
BA
752 student more money to buy the date, Polonsky has received 42 is vice president andCarl
Barbara
food
at
a
store.
Engl
orders from parents.
710
is secretary-treasurer.
When asked about the kits, He decided to send the let Renaud
Fr
506 Polonsky
The
society’s
purpose
said he got the idea ters to parents because “ stu is to bridge themajor
gap between
H Ec
418 after talking
with
friends
from
dents
generally
don’t
have
the
and students through
Phil
411 other colleges. Michael Cor- money to pay for something of professors
such activities as roundtable dis
Zool
512 vin, a graduate from University this sort,” He added that stu cussions
of controversial issues.
of Massachusetts, helped finance dents may purchase the kits with
the
cost
of
mailing
letters
and
out parental support, if they wish,
4 - 6 p.m.
ordering the food wholesale. Polonsky added that he had not At the University of Michi
obtained permission from the gan, 20 faculty members have
Arts
588 Mailing alonesaidcostthat$250,
he has writ Dean of Students before starting announced plans to cancel their
Soc
411 tenPolonsky
letters to several large food the project because he “ wasn’t classes in a one-day demon
Span
401 companies
soliciting students or anyone on stration to protest United States
Zool
508 plies. and ordered the sup campus,”
policies in Viet Nam,

IMPORT MOTORS, INC.
W e Have a Student Representative on
Campus ready to serve you

IMPERIAL 400 MOTELS
HAVE
EVERYTHING

T H O M A S M cCAR R AN
Alexander H all
Ext. 33 9
He has all the U p-To-D ate Listings kA
our New & Used Foreign Cars.
5 % Discount on all New & Used Foreign
Cars is still being offered to U N H Studmits
off these listed prices.

1964 TRIUMPH Spitfire, racing green .........................$1,895
1964 PORSCHE, White . .................................................$3,895
1957 PORSCHE Speedster, ruby red .............................$1,595
1963 M G B, White Conv. ...................................................$1,895
1962 BM W Sports Coupe 700 .................................. $1,295
1959 AUSTIN HEALY Sprite
$ 795
1956 & 1957 VW s ................................. On Special This week
1965 SUNBEAM IMP
Reposessed .... New Guarantee
still applies
was $1695, now $1395
Come and see the 1965 Sunbeam Tiger. H ie Snnbeam
Tiger V /8 was voted Best Grand Touring siports car in the
$2500 - $3500 price range by an overwhelming majority in
the recent CAR AND DRIVER voter poll. The Sunbeam
Tiger V /8 scor^ dazzling victories in the 34th Monte
Carlo rally, finishing first and second in the unlimited
(over 2,000 c.c.) Grand Touring Class. Come and test
drive one now.

UPPER SQUARE — DOVER, N. H.
For Reservations
Phone 742-0400

Parents Weekend
MAURICE E. MARSAN, Mgr.

Insurance is readily available for those under 21

IMPORT MOTORS

263 Middle St.
Portsmouth, N.H.
Tel. 436-9400
Mon.-Fri. 8-9
Sat. 8-5
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he Cream Parlor Closed Dow n
To M ake Room For Offices
By Marsha Feldman

In September, the Ice Cream
Parlor was sealed up tight.
The doorway was filled in with
plaster and grass was planted
in place of the asphalt walk in
front of the door,
“ They put it away for offic
es,” said Irving Fowler, the
man familiar to hundreds of stu
dents as the ice cream vendor.
Mr, Fowler, employed by UNH
for 34 years, had been selling
ice cream to students, staff,
faculty and visitors since 1952,
“ Everyone has asked when
we’re going to sell again,” Mr,
Fowler said, but he doesn’t know.
The white stucco building on
College Road, now known as Tay
lor Hall, formerly housed the ice
cream parlor and the dairy equip
ment, Now, it is the location of
the offices of the Dean of the
College of Agriculture and the
4-H Extension.

The milk that used to be pro
cessed in this building is now
shipped to the Concord Dairy
and returned to UNH for use
in the dormitories and dining
halls.
Although Mr. Fowler still
makes ice cream in a building
in the poultry section on Demerritt Rdo, he does not sell it,
“ We supply Stillings, Huddle
ston and the Union,” he said.
Due to lack of space for class
rooms and offices in the college
of agriculture, the building had
to be relinquished. Resumption
of public sale of the ice cream
is planned at a future date in
one of the proposed new build
ings.
Paul G. Spilios has been ap
pointed temporary instructor
(part-time), Department of Ed
ucation, this semester.
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Men's Dorm Officers Elected
New officers of the men’s dor In Englehardt: Robert Dunham,

mitories for the coming year president; William Neville, vice
were announced this week by president; Douglas Sweet, secre
Philip Currier, president of the tary, and William Blanchette,
Men’s Inter dormitory Council. treasurer.
The officers are: In East- In Gibbs: Clyde Wright, pre
West: Richard Wakefield, presi sident; Nils Johnson, vice pre
dent; Douglas Lyon, vice presi sident; Richard Nolet, secre
dent; Wayne Gordon, secretary tary and William Knehr, treas
and Robert Sawyer, treasurer. urer.
In Alexander: Carl Staub, pre In Hunter: Brian Mitchell is
sident; Dennis Roffman, vice pre president; Richard Aaronian,
sident; Richard Goedkoop, secre vice president; David Mead, sec
tary, and Gary Blodgett, treas retary and Wayne Crowley,
treasurer.
urer.

Durham Court

Thomas A. Horne, a junior,
Robert K. Murphy, a senior,
and Stephen Weinstein, a grad
uate student, were charged with
stop sign violations in Durham
District Court last Friday, They
were fined $5 each.
Joseph E, Hughes of Durham
pleaded not guilty to a speed
ing charge, was found guilty and
fined $15.
In Sawyer: Robert Peyser, pre
sident; James Wolf, vice presi
dent and Wayne Easier, treas
urer.

Teach In The Foothills
O f The Berksh ires

Would you like to teach in the beautiful
Harlem Valley region of Dutchess County? If
you would like to teach in a school district that
offers many recreational and cultural advant
ages, you are urged to Contact Mr. Myron Rindsberg, District Principal for the Webutuck Cent
ral Schools. The telephone number is 789-4672
in the 914 area OR you may write to Mr. Rindsberg in care of the Webutuck Central School,
Amenia, New York.
This school district, which is situated in fine
skiing country on the Connecticut border and

Corvair Monza Sport Sedan

Chevy U Nova Sport
Coupe
____

within reasonable driving distance of both New

York City and Albany, boasts of salaries ranging
up to $10,000, depending on experience and
preparation.
There are several openings for teachers of
grades K-6.
WE URGE YOU TO APPLY QUICKLY

Chevelle Malibu
Sport Coupe

':r

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
1965 Summer Term

June 27 - Aug. 27 — Co-educational
Undergraduates, graduates and
qualified secondary students

50 Courses in Humanities, Sciences,
Social Sciences — Intensive Foreign
Language Instruction— Introductory
computer course — Congregation of
the Arts: drama, music, painting,
sculpture —
Composers in residence: Zoltan Kodaly,
Ernst Krenek, Ross Lee Finney

For information send coupon below to
Dartmouth College, P. O. Box 833, Hanover, N. H.

i Please send me summer term information:
I NAME ..............................................................................................
I ADDRESS .....................................................................................

Chevrolet Impala Sport Sedan

T H E NO. 1 W AY

What’s your vacation plan—World’s Fair, Yellowstone, Niagara,
Mackinac Bridge, summer cottage? See us for the right Chevrolet
so you’ll make it in style. Like a lively Corvair. Or the style and
economy of a Chevy II. Or a youthful Chevelle, favorite in its size
class. Or a luxurious Jet-smooth Chevrolet. The last three are available
with the economical, spirited Turbo-Thrift Six. You can order a
Monza with up to 140 hp. You can’t find a newer car or a better time
to buy one. Come in—pick yours now!
Red Hot and Rolling! See your Chevrolet dealer for a new
C H EV R O LET • CH EVELLE • CH EV Y n • CORVAIR
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College Bow l
Semi-Finals

Use of Pep Pills ^'Dangerous,” FDA Official Says

Using pep pills for one or
two days around exam time does
not seriously impair health or
performance, according to a Food
and Drug Administration medi
cal officer.
On the other hand, “ the use of
sedatives or stimulants to aug
ment the plfeasure-producing ef
fect of alcohol, such as might
occur at unsupervised social
gatherings,” is extremely dan
gerous, This, according to Dr.
Norman Alberstadt, could lead
to “ automobile accidents or im
pulsive sexual assaults.”
Alberstadt discussed the phy
sical effects of using stimulants
and sedatives in a seminar of
the annual meeting of the Na
tional Association of Student Per
sonnel Administrators,

Among the stimulants are am Illegal possession, however, is
phetamines, including ampheta an offense under many state and
mine itself, methamphetamine, local laws.
desoxyphedrine, and phenmetra- Amphetamines are prescribed
zine. Amphetamine drugs are chiefly to cut appetite and re
also known as “ bennies,” “ co lieve depression, Alberstadt
pilots,” “ hearts,” and “ foot .said. Their effect is influenced
balls,” Among the sedatives by the personality and mental
are barbiturates, such as pheno- state of the user, “ Generally,
barbital, pentobarbital, secobar a normal dose produces wake
bital, and amobarbital. Barbi fulness, alertness, increased in
turate drugs are also known as itiative, elevation of mood, talk
“ red birds,” “ goof balls,” “ yel ativeness and increased motor
low jackets,” or “ blue havens,” activity,” he said.
Under federal law, illegal de Barbiturates have a depres
livery of amphetamines or bar sant effect on the central ner
biturates is punishable by a fine vous system and are usually
and imprisonment. Illegal pos prescribed to induce sleep, or,
session is not an offense under in small amounts, a calming
federal law, but the drugs can effect. An occasional user, how
be confiscated from a person ever, reacts to a normal dosage
involved in their illegal sale. with excitement rather than sed

ation, Alberstadt warned.
Taking barbiturates the night Two men’s dorms and one
before an exam would not be a fraternity
victorious in the
good idea, according to Alber semi-finalswere
the College Bowl
stadt, for “ there is impairment Sunday in theof Strafford
Room of
of psycho motor performance for the MUB,
several hours after awakening,”
Another side effect of longer- East-West defeated the team
acting barbiturates, such as from Alexander by 245 to 115;
phenobarbital, is a “ hangover,” TKE was downed by SAE with
consisting of lassitude, dizzi a score of 235 to 125 and Hun
ness, and gastrointestinal synip- ter outscored Lord, 245 to 70.
toms the morning after the drug SAE, East-West and Hunter
has been taken,
meet in the finals of Mem
“ Thus there is a hazard in will
orial Union Student Organiza
using barbiturates to induce tion
College Bowl Sun
sleep if the subject is going to day, sponsored
May 23, at 7:30 p,m, in
engage in activities which re the Strafford
Room. After the
quire complete alertness the winner is determined,
three
following morning,” Alberstadt teams will be awardedthe first,
warned,
“ When taken in small doses second and third place trophies.
for daytime sedation, the bar
biturates alleviate feelings of often produces weight loss. “ In
anxiety, and in normal subjects, doses
of 20 mg or more, am
produce little if any change in phetamine
usually causes a rise
psychomotor performance. With in blood pressure.
It can also
larger doses, such as are used
abnormalities of heart
to induce sleep, a significant cause
rhythm and can precipitate at
impairment of overall psycho tacks
angina pectoris in cer
motor function is produced con tain ofindividuals,”
Alberstadt
sistently,”
Both ampetamines and barbi said.
turates have been restricted by “ It should not be used by
government regulation because persons with advanced arterio
of hazards—in extreme cases sclerosis, over-active thyroid,
even death — that could result or nervousness. Some indivi
from their excessive or contin duals are unusuaUy sensitive to
ual use.
the drug and develop symptoms
Chronic use by individuals i of overdosage after taking a nor
“ habituated” to amphetamines' mal dose,” he continued.

THE ALPS.. . made in Italy by FABIANO
Handmade Imported Boots for the Outdoor Man and Woman...
For Men
or
Women.
Suede Rock Climbing and
Hiking Boot.
Leather
lined. Padded Quarter and
Tongue, Vibram lug soles.
M e n ’s N and L— 6 to 12
(Cocoa Brown only). Ladies
M — 5 to 11 in these Fashion
Colors:
^4 3 6 4 — Cocoa
Brown, ^4361 — Green,
# 4 3 6 2 — Red, # 4 3 6 5 —
G ray.

Air Force ROTC
has now been updated to fit into today’s
busy undergraduate schedule.

Here are the facts about the new two-year AFROTC Program.
Who is eligible for two-year AFROTC? Any
male undergraduate who still has two years re
maining in college. It’s an especially good break
for junior college students who plan to complete
their baccalaureate requirements at a four-year
institution.
What’s the curriculum like? It’s been thoroughly
revamped. You won’t find pat answers and tra
ditional ritualized solutions to problems. New
instructional methods teach the student to arrive
at his own conclusions, and to test them against
those of his classmates and instructors. Symbolic
of the change is the new title —Department of
Aerospace Studies.
How will students for the new program be
chosen? First, you must pass the Air Force Offi
cer Qualifying Test and have a medical examina
tion. Then you meet with the interview board of
senior Air Force officers, who will decide whether
you are to be selected, to attend the Field Training
Course. This will be held during the summer
before your junior year. Its purpose is two-fold;
to let the Air Force judge you and to let you judge
the Air Force. Only after you are both satisfied
will you be enrolled in the program. So you see,
you have everything to gain and nothing to lose
by applying now. But you must act fast-applica
tions will be closing for next year’s juniors. Forms
are available from the Professor of Aerospace
Studies, or from Headquarters Air Force ROTC,
Maxwell AFB, Alabama.
As an AFROTC cadet, will I receive pay? Yes,
you will be paid for the Field Training Course

which will amount to approximately $120. Dur
ing the school year, you will be paid $40 a month,
and you will also get free uniforms.
Will I have a chance to fly while I am in
AFROTC? Senior graduates are eligible for the
Flying Instruction Program. This involves 36 ^
hours of flight training and 35 hours of ground
school. Successful completion earns you a civilian
private pilot’s license. ~

STYLE M36

W rite For Free Brochure
Fabiano Shoe Co., Inc.
Dept. TNH, South Station
Boston 10, Mass.

$14.95

plus postage
o
CD

Q e u x je o t
CD
CD

(/»

CD

United States Air Force
Headquarters, Air Force ROTC
Attn: 01
Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama

Please send more information about the new
Air Force ROTC program.

For $444.

NameCollege now attendingAddress____________
Expect to transfer to_
Address___________
Expect____________ -degree in.
Home Address.

.(Year)

Call: 868-2566
E. Tiffany
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Wally Johnson’s Track Effort for Nothing

Despite another superman ef
fort by Wildcat trackman, Wally
m BasebaU
Johnson, the UNH track team
bowed to Rhode Island last week
by a 85-59 score. The fresh
Stemf/ngs
men also lost to the URI frosh
by a tight 73-71 tally,
of a losing season, Lambda ChiLeague “A”
Johnson scored 18 points on theAssured
varsity baseball team hosts Theta Chi
the afternoon with firsts in the the University
of Massachusetts Acacia
broad jump, 120 high hurdles Redmen in Parent’s
and 220, Don Dean and Ron test this Saturday, Day con SAE
Dean were second and third with The Wildcats latest losses in Sigma Beta
TKE
eight and six points respectively, cluded
a double-dipper to UConn P. Mu Delta
Ron took a first in the ham last Saturday.
Tom Penders
League “B”
mer while brother, Don, took
the offensive and UConn Pi Kappa Alpha
the mile. The other winner provided
and 6-3 decisions. AGR
for UNH was Jeff Reneau in the romped to 7-0
collected seven hits Chem A
two mile. Other point getters; in Penders
at bats including a homer Schofield
Ray Meyer (4), Hal Fink (2), and10triple.
Senior righty, Steve Kappa Sigma
Jack Doherty (4), Marty Hall Gulyas,
hurled the opening game
(1), Bruce Valicenti (6), George shutout with
League
a four hitter.
Estabrook (6),
Hunter
In
the
second
contest,
UNH
The next meeting is Saturday outhit the Huskies 13-13 but twice Gibbs
at Storrs where all six Yankee failed
to capitalize on bases load Englehardt
Conference schools get together. ed situations.
Sawyer
eighth. Chem
The freshmen are off until May Bob Walsh fannedInwiththethree
B
on.
22 when the New Englands will In the ninth, Tuffy Clark, Cal Alexander
be held in Providence,
Fisk and Pete Van Buskirk, all East-West
singled with no outs and again
NH men were thwarted.
Lacrosse Win theLeo
Bravikas picked up his
The Wildcat lacrosse team fourth win
Police Film
the year in the
snapped a three game losing second gameof with
relief
help
string last weekend as they best from Tom Lawton, John Strobel Dem onstrations
ed Holy Cross 10-7 in Cowell was
first game loser and
Stadium, The win brought the ChucktheLandroche
The Daily Cardinal, campus
absorbed the newspaper
UNH seasonal record to 6-7. second game setback.
at the University of
After successive losses to
Wisconsin, has reported that
Middlebury, Williams, and MIT, yesterday and are home this Madison police were filming pol
the Cats rebounded paced by Saturday against Tufts in a 2 itical demonstrations and com
Tom Allison and Phil DeTurck. p.m, starter. The freshmen piling personal files on persons
The two combined for seven goals were idle since their loss to who participated in such demon
and six assists against the Cru Exeter, but will seek win num strations, The Wisconsin Stu
saders,
ber five Saturday against Dart dent Senate then passed a re
The visitors stepped ahead 2-0 mouth,
solution petitioning the -mayor
early in the second period before
to have the films destroyed. Mad
UNH erupted for four straight Samuel W. Hoitt, Director, Co ison Mayor Henry E, Reynolds,
markers; DeTurck and Allison operative Extension Service, at in response to the resolution,
each added two in the third per tended a national organization has agreed to meet with the
iod to put the game on ice. and policy committee meeting president of the Wisconsin Stu
In the only other game last concerned with the direction of dent Association, He did not
week, UNH lost to MIT 5-4. the 4-H and Youth Development however, commit himself to any
The Wildcats played at UMass Program in years ahead.
action on the filming controversy.

Twin Loss To
UConn By N.H.

Parks anywhere

D oes
this I
spot
feel sticky?
\

\

\

N

You can stand on your head
looking for a place
to park on most campuses. ^ |^ And all you end
up with is a headache. But
not if you ride a
Honda. It needs only as much elbow room as you with
an armload of books. So you can squeeze in a little closer
to that 8 o’clock class than your 4-wheel competition.
A Honda helps keep you solvent as well as sane. Prices
start about $215*. You’ll get up to 200 mpg, depending on
the model. And practically never need service. The
star performer above is the GB-160. Just one of the 15
Honda models. With its 4-stroke, twin cylinder engine
and 16.5 HP, this showofFdoes better than 80mph. Look
into a Honda soon. No more headaches.
See the Honda representative on your campus or write:
American Honda Motor Go., Inc., Department G3,
100 West Alondra Blvd.,
Gardena, Galifornia 90247.
i^ S l
world’s biggest seller!

NEITHER DOES OLD SPICE STICK DEODORANT

Dries as it applies ... in seconds. And stays dry! Gives
you fast . . . comfortable . . . dependable deodorant
protection. Lasting protection you can trust. Try it.
Old Spice Stick Deodorant for Men. 1.00 plus tax.
S M U 1_ T O M

*plus dealer’s set-up and transportation charges
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YC Football Schedule Revamped

The adoption ofa football sche to round out the complete teams now will be meeting each
dule for the 1966 season, which schedule, Maine and Rhode Is other in all sports. Basket
will have all the Yankee Con land each have been playing 5 ball and baseball teams have
ference teams meeting for the opponents for approximately 10 been meeting for some time and
first time since the Conference years, Vermont added New •championships are held in cross
was formed in 1947, has been Hampshire and Massachusetts to country, track, tennis, golf and
approved by the conference ath its schedule two years ago. The riflery.
letic directors, it was announc C'',tamounts and UConns were New Hampshire YC schedule
ed last week by Robert Ingalls, unable to find an agreeable date is as follows:
assistant athletic director at U- until each had completed pre Oct, 1, Rhode Island (H); Oct,
vious schedule committments. 8, Maine (H); Oct, 15 at Ver
Conn,
Connecticut and Vermont will With the adoption of the foot mont; Oct, 29, UConn (H); and
meet at Storrs on October 1 ball schedule, the conference Nov, 12 at UMass,

Pitches
II Vm ISTHERETOSTAY! Josselyn
Frosh To Fifth
Win Of Season

The New Hampshire freshman
baseball team won their fifth
game in seven tries last week
end as they tipped Exeter Aca
demy behind the four hit pitch
ing of Keith Josselyn, Although
wild at times and allowing six
walks, Josselyn was strong in
the clutch as he posted his 4th
win of the year,
A weird three-run sixth inn
ing broke open the game as the
Academy nine committed a trip
le error. The UNH frosh were
trailing 1-0 going into the sixth.
Hits by Dan Dutton, Buster New
ton and Bill Gould, plus the three
Exeter errors, changed the com
plexion of the game.
New Hampshire added 2 more
in the seventh to ice the ver-

11

Spring Sports Near End
Only fourteen dates remain
on the UNH sports calendar as
the spring sports teams ap
proach the finish line. The
baseball team will be busiest
with four games left.
The Wildcat diamond nine host
UMass May 15, host UMaine May
18, and play Dartmouth at Ports
mouth May 20, and at Concord
May 25,
The tennis team finished up
May 18 hosting Babson; fresh
man lacrosse closes the season
by hosting Dartmouth May 15;
freshman baseball also hosts

Harris Back At Princeton

Coach Warren Harris who
abandoned the UNH football team
two weeks ago returned to his
old post this week at Princeton,
The Princeton athletic director
was quoted as saying that Har
ris left Durham because of “ the
inability to establish a suitable
framework for his coaching op
eration,’’
Harris was the defensive coach
at Princeton for 2 years under
head coach Dick Colman before
he decided in February to grab
the NH head job. Today, Har
ris is back in the Ivy League
wars again.
diet, Tom Kapsrazak went aU
the way for the losers but was
the victim of six fielding errors.
Sam Rosen, Professor of Ec
onomics, was main speaker at
the annual UNH Alumni Club,

residents were awarded letters
for their participation in winter
sports at UNH, Tom Home was
also selected captain of the 196566 basketball team.
By sports the letters awarded:
Varsity Basketball -- James
Ball, Paul Bongiovanni, Tom
Horne, Paul Larkin. Freshman
basketbaU—Dean Gaskill, Ed Ne
ville. Varsity hockey—JohnGilday, Barry Jones, Dave O’Con
nor, Joe O’Keefe, Ed Peabody,
Peter Van Buskirk and Bob Wal
sh. Varsity track—Bruce Valicenti. Freshman track—Mark
Springate and varsity skiing—
David Countway.

ROBERT P. A U E

TAKE A BREAK FROM STUDYING

Honrs 9*5 :S9 sad h j Appoiatneat.

GRANT’S

have

Free Delivery on Campus for Orders of
3 €tr M ore Pizzas From 7 to 10 p.m ., Mon. - FrL

NeverWeedsIroningI

Mass Athletes
Get Letters
Sixteen eastern Massachusetts

PIZZA
COME TO
and
A DELICIOUS PIZZA

mil's STA-PREST

Dartmouth May 15,
Coach Paul Sweet’s track team
will compete in the Conference
meet at Storrs Saturday and in
the New Englands May 22, Frosh
track will also be at the New
Englands which will be held in
Providence,
The golf team plays Babson
at Portsmouth May 18 to wind
up their spring; coach Bill Haubrich’s lacrosse varsity has 3
more including home contests
against Tufts May 15, Dart
mouth May 19 and the Alumni
May 22,

PRICED FROM .90 -1.50
Bruce Grant, Manager

UNH 1949

Doctor o f Optom etry

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on
Repairs of Ail Types

179 Coatml Ave.
Dover
Telephoao SH 2*5719

POWER YOUR PLAY
ASHAWAY VANTAGE
For Tournament Play
Approx. Stringing Coat

Tennis.............. $9

Ask the lucky people already wearing LEV I'S 8 T A -P R ES T Slacks.
They

know the

original no-iron slacks live up to their money-back

top-rated racket string

guarantee-never lose their crisp like-new look! Then ask us to show
you the latest models and colors-in this great line of sportswearl

ASHAWAY PRO-FECTED
For Club Play
Approx. Stringing Cost

Start One of Our Three Charge Acxounts
Free Alterations
Open Friday Nights Till 9

Tennis........... . $7
Badm inton........ $6

S A F £ A S COFFEE

THE SAFE WAY t. sUy alert
without harmful stimulants

432 Central Ave., Dover, N.H.
Use the Parking Lot directly in
Ihe rear of the store on First Street.

NoDoz^*^ keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe re
fresher found in coffee. Yet
NoDoz is faster, handier, more
reliable. Absolutely not habit
forming. Next time monotony

ASHAWAY MULTI

PLY

For Regular Play
Approx. Stringing Cost

makes you feel drowsy while
Tennis..............$5
studying, working or driving,
Badminton <
do as millions do . . . perk up
with safe, effective N oD oz
Keep Alert Tablets.
SHIWAYPRDOUCTS. INC. Ash.Txsy, Rho'rle Island
Another fine proAict of 6rovt Laherateriea.
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Registration . . .

(Continued from Page 1)
got all the courses they needed
in both systems. “ If the two
systems look very much alike
then we’ll stay with the section
choice,’’ he said, “ If there’s
a big difference,—well, there’s
your answer.”
Students will be registered ac
cording to class, just as last
semester, he said. The fresh
men will be registered last for
the first time, however. Dur
ing the old method of manual
registration, freshmen had al
ready been registered by the
time students came back to school
in the fall.
Students will probably receive
notifications of their schedules
when they get back to school,
Durgin said. Any necessary
decision on which system to use
will be made during the sum
mer, since the processing of
the registration cards won’t start
until the middle of June,
The controversy over machine
registration and the elimina
tion of student choice of pro
fessors and time began last sem
ester when Durgin announced in
mid-December that the IBM ma
chine would handle all registra
tion and no choice would be giv
en the students. On January £,
an emergency Student Senate
meeting was held to discuss stu
dent protests of the system with
Durgin. That day, nine UNH
students announced their inten
tion to hold a sit-in demonstra
tion at T-Hall. By January 8,
Durgin announced that the sys
tem had been altered to allow
for section choice, despite his
previous statement that the
change was “ impossible.”
Registration without regard to

student’s section choice was not
the most effective way to regis
ter students, he said, because
it doesn’t provide the largest
number of students the neces
sary programs.
Student reaction to Durgin’s
latest statement has already
started,
“ If the administration in

Meet Your Friends
at
La Coatiia

Italian Sandwich
Shop

MONDAY — FRIDAY
11:00. sjn . — 1 pjD.
4:80 p.m. — 12:00 p,m,
SATURDAY A SUNDAY
4:80 pjn. — 12:00 pan.
DELIVERY of SANDWICH
ORDER of FIVE or MORE
10 Jenkins Ct., Darhsm, N Ji.
UN 8-2718

dicates there is even a slight 1 sidering instituting such a re
chance students will be regis gistration shows a complete lack
tered next semester without Iof understanding and respect for
time or professor choice, I would student opinion of the university
urge a boycott,” Larry Golden, campus.
former Student Senate president,
said. “ In face of the tremen Why weren’t UNH coeds allow
dous resistance to such regis ed to go to the beach unchap
tration this semester, the fact eroned in 1921? See next week’s
that the registrar is even con- NEW HAMPSHIRE for the story.

Death Penalty . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
is doubtful that any governor
would ever enact it,” McEachern said.
One of the eleven sponsors
of the bill was UNH senior,
Robert Hilliard (D) from Dover,

Franklin

THE BIG CAR ON CAMP
US HAILS FROM GREAT
BAY MOTOR CO. QUAL
ITY OKAY LOT.

ALLA'S
AT ANY
SCHOOL!

1963 CHEVROLET Biscayne
Wagon 6 cyL standard R&H
$

1,888

1963 .CHEVY Biscayne 4 dr.
6 cyl. std. R & H
$1,588
1962 CHEVY Biscayne 2 dr.
6 cyl. std. R & H
$1,288
1961..CORVAIR ,700 2 dr.
6 cyl. auto R & H
$ 088
1960 CHEVY Impala 4 dr.
8 cyl. auto, power steering
$1,188
1962 CHEVY Impala 4 dr.
hrd top 8 cyl. auto. $1,845
1961 CHEVY Impala convt.
8 cyL auto, power steering

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
MAY 13 - 14 - 15
Stanley Kramer’s
IT’S A MAD, MAD,

MAD, MAD WORLD
(Color)
6:30 - 9:10
SUN. - MON. MAY 16-17
Marlon Brando
(As the Fabulous Fletcher
Christian)
in

MUTINY ON THE
BOUNTY
(Color)
Trevor Hbward
(as the Ruthless Captain
Bligh)
One Show Only at 6:30

GOLDFINGER IS
COMING!
12 FREE TICKETS To be

$1,688

given away — Just buy a
ticket to any show and ask
for an entry slip — Win
ners will be announced in
this column next week.
TUBS. - WED. MAY 18-19
A sensitive portrait of a
Southern Negro

GREAT BAY
MotorTeL Co.
Inc.
659-3215

6:30 - 8:35
THURS.
MAY 20
BACK BY REQUEST
Burt Lancaster
ICirk Douglas
Ava Gardner
in

R&H

DANTE’S
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FOR SALE: 1959 HILLMAN MINX. Body rust but good
mechanical condition. Best offer. Call or see John Zerba
Hetzel Hall. Ext. 333.
PEUGEOT 403 for $444. Sun Roof, extra snow tires, Fdur
speed transmission. Call 868-2566 — E. Tiffany.
WANTED: Male to share apartment, house, cabin, trailer,
houseboat, tent or other accommodation in Gloucester. Mass.
From about June 10 to Labor Day. Call 868-2581 and leave
message. You will be contacted.
FOR SALE: 1962 FORD ANGUA STATION WAGON.
Driven 2700 miles. 35 mpg. Excellent condition. $795.
Priest’s Motors, Newmarket.
WANT TO BUY 26” GIRL’S BIKE with 2 or 3 speed
transmission. Call 868-2860.
FOR RENT — “Coop” Duplex apartment for three in
Durham. Fully furnished living room, upstairs bedroom,
bath, porch, kitchen. Telephone, only $150/month. Avail
able July and August. Call Coder or Tansey at 868-5511.
Ext. 329. Hetzel Hall, room 127.
FOR RENT: 4 MAN APARTMENT behind Theta Chi
(Coops) furnished — 2 bedrooms, kitchenette, full bath,
fireplace, parking, heat included in rent. Available June
17 to September. $150 per month. Call Jack Atwood,
extension 326 Hetzel Hall.
FOR RENT 3 MAN APARTMENT at the Coops, Furnish
ed — living room, bedroom, kitchenette, porch, bathroom.
Available June 18 through September. $150 iper month.
Contact Jeff Zaeder at 868-7717.
RIDE WANTED to or near Los Angeles right after~finals.
Contact Dave Proctor at Lambda Chi.
REMINDER: To call the Somersworth Free Press from
Durham, 1-692-3000 should be dialed.

Pod Peas . . .

(Continued from Page 5)
many years to complete because
they are all natural. Mr. Meader explained: “ We make use of
new genetic patterns and make
crosses between plants. Then
we select the desirable char
acteristics and inbreed them to
produce true breeding material.
All this occurs naturally and on
the plant’s time.”
UNH has kept in touch with
new developments in horticul
ture around the world, “ I’ve
had to brush up on my high
school French to write to one
man experimenting in France,”
said Mr, Meader,
At the greenhouse, a Japanese
watermelon is being grown ex
perimentally from seeds sent
from Japan. Mr. Meader com
mented, “ I doubt if anyone else
in the country grows this water
melon,”

Sam psbirg

1960 CHEVY Biscayne 2 dr.
6 cyL Stand.
$ 888

Newmarket, N. H.

Your Local Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer

C o le

OF CALIFORNIA

NOTHING BUT
A MAN

SEVEN DAYS
IN
MAY
6:30 - 8:51

Durham

BRAD MclNTIRE
New Hampshire

